1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The nature of employee resources and behaviors affects organizational effectiveness. The resource-based view ([@bib12]) and later the dynamic capability view ([@bib159]) clearly indicated the roles of organizations\' resources in competitive advantage. Today, we are witnessing that the global economy is becoming more knowledge dependent, which has extended the resource-based view into the knowledge-based view of competitive advantage ([@bib25]; [@bib41]). The knowledge-based view considers knowledge an organization\'s most strategic resource, and intangible assets are critical and highly related with knowledge creation ([@bib63]; [@bib26]), which is important for creating and sustaining competitive advantage ([@bib39]; [@bib158]; [@bib159]). [@bib120] considered knowledge organizations\' true source of competitive advantage, related to the fact that intangible assets result in socially complex dimensions of knowledge that is tacit and difficult to imitate. In support of such claims, [@bib75] stated that intangible resources as rare, socially complex, and, again, difficult to imitate. Furthermore, human resource management and organizational behavior scholars (e.g., [@bib22]; [@bib87]; [@bib123], [@bib126]; [@bib129], [@bib131]; [@bib167]) relates the effectiveness of the organization with the nature of human behavior in the performance. They argue that not only in-role but extra-role behaviors (including organizational citizenship behavior; OCB) of employees affects organizational effectiveness.

Both the nature of resources and types of behaviors can indicate whether there are relationships between them that affect organizational performance. Based on the above literature, we might think that employees can create valuable knowledge both within and beyond their roles. Thus, organizational leaders are primarily concerned with relating their key resources with employees\' behaviors to improve overall performance. However, there is little data on how the two concepts relate to each other to improve organizational performance. Therefore, with this paper we are specifically interested in looking at the relationship between organizations' intangible assets (IAs) and OCB. By looking at this relationship, we can understand how they influence each other in affecting organizational performance.

Most studies in the management field (e.g., human resource management, organizational behavior, strategic management, organizational theory) are conducted using single level analysis at either the micro or macro level ([@bib1]; [@bib74]). For instance, while existing studies on IAs (e.g., [@bib45]; [@bib179]; [@bib108]; [@bib154]) were conducted at organizational level, studies on OCB (e.g., [@bib123]; [@bib133]; [@bib171]; [@bib166]) were conducted at individual level. Even though these distinction-based studies benefited their respective specific areas, the studies also generated fragmented knowledge that affected the practical impact of the findings ([@bib46]). Thus, scholars (e.g., [@bib1]; [@bib74]; [@bib112]) are increasingly calling for the use of a multi-level structure to better comprehend modern complex issues in management. According to [@bib112], a multi-level study refers to jointly using more than one level of assessment, such as individual and organizational variables (i.e., micro-macro levels). Given this context, looking at the effects between IAs and OCB and organizational performance requires the use of a multi-level study. This is because IAs, which represent an organizational level variable of cumulative intangible resources, are difficult to measure objectively ([@bib25]), but can be understood by aggregating the perceived responses from individual levels of the organization. In contrast, OCB is an individual level variable that represents the specific behaviors of individuals within the organization. Therefore, in bringing these two concepts together, we argue that a multi-level study is an appropriate approach to be applied in this paper\'s context.

IAs and OCB concepts are relatively new concepts that began to be emphasized in management studies at the end of the 20th century. In the last two decades, researchers have conducted conceptual and empirical studies on IAs and OCB (e.g., [@bib2]; [@bib26]; [@bib106]; [@bib107]; [@bib123]; [@bib133]; [@bib139]; [@bib155]). In addition, some authors studied the specific relationships of intangible assets with OCB (e.g., [@bib23]; [@bib31]; [@bib81]; [@bib121]; [@bib170]). Nevertheless, to our knowledge, no study review paper has shown comprehensive relationships between all the major components of IAs and OCB, and even the available limited literature on the relationships of individual IA components with OCB shows inconsistent results (for more explanation, see [@bib23]; [@bib31]; [@bib79]). Unless we consider such important variables not only separately but also in relation to each other, we move away from the reality facing organizations. The above facts are clear indications of a research gap in the literature related to any consistent overall relationship between IAs and OCB, which we believe warrants this current review study. Without such studies, we can reach wrong conclusions in our understanding of how to improve the effectiveness of organizations in competitive business environments. Thus, the value of this paper in addressing the specified research gap should be seen within the context that we are increasingly moving toward an intangible economic system ([@bib72]) in which both IAs and OCB are claimed to play significant roles in the competitive performance of organizations. Moreover, with this paper, we attempt to open an avenue for further discussion and research by suggesting conceptual propositions.

In writing this paper, we followed the approach of [@bib177], a method that reviews the core literature supporting a new, integrated model, such as our proposed effects of IAs on OCB, followed by arguments to support the propositions depicted within the proposed model. We focused on core, theoretical research papers that conceptualized our main constructs, and as a means of substantiating our arguments and propositions, we also relied on recent conceptual and empirical works from leading research journals that represent the constructs within our proposed model. This paper begins with a literature review of the proposed variables to establish the conceptual foundation for our proposed model. We, then, introduce our proposed model and relational propositions, based on the extant literature to argue our propositions. The paper concludes with a discussion of the theoretical, practical, and future implications of our proposed model.

2. Literature review {#sec2}
====================

Before we approach the main theme of the paper, it might be important to look at the theoretical backgrounds of IAs and OCB in the field of management studies. The importance of both IAs and OCB as they relate to organizational effectiveness was previously overlooked. However, since the end of the 20th century, these concepts have received attention, and researchers have underscored their importance to organizational performance. Here we review the theoretical backgrounds of both concepts.

2.1. Intangible assets {#sec2.1}
----------------------

IAs consistently receive attention because knowledge plays a central role in organizational performance. Valuable knowledge resides in intangible resources ([@bib47]), which is why IAs are considered so valuable for competitive advantage: They create heterogeneity among firms ([@bib159]). Advances have made important technologies easy to diffuse, making them accessible to different organizations; therefore, organizations are focusing on resources such as IAs that are difficult to transfer and trade ([@bib157]).

In the literature on intangible assets, researchers use a variety of terms interchangeably with "IAs," including intellectual capital ([@bib56]), intangible capital ([@bib162]), knowledge assets ([@bib25]), and knowledge resources ([@bib65]). In the current paper, we use "intangible assets" following [@bib159] and [@bib99] among others. [@bib157] defined IAs as "stock of strategic information and intangible resources that the organization can employ as needed in pursuit of its goals." "Intangible assets" means intellectual capital, and the three main components of that are human, social, and organizational capitals ([@bib26]; Roos et al., 1997). However, recent authors have explored additional components as intangible assets; for instance, [@bib103] introduced psychological capital as a new IA that can greatly affect an organization\'s performance. Based on this, we focus the current paper on the four main components of intangible assets: human, social, organizational, and psychological capital.

Since the 1990s, many researchers have indicated the importance of IAs (e.g., [@bib47]; [@bib182]; [@bib155]; [@bib159]). In the modern global economy, characterized by a constantly changing environment that is highly knowledge dependent and competitive, IAs are crucial ([@bib159]). Some researchers (e.g., [@bib52]; [@bib73]; [@bib159]) showed that IAs give organizations competitive advantage by improving their dynamic capabilities, whereas others directly linked IAs with performance in terms of return on assets, return on equity, employee productivity, and revenue growth ([@bib127]). [@bib119] related IAs with financial performance, and [@bib169] found that IAs improved not only financial performance but also operations.

In addition, IAs improve organizations\' innovation activities ([@bib27]; [@bib44]; [@bib45]; [@bib84]; [@bib154]; [@bib175]; [@bib178]) and also enhance organizations' ambidextrous learning ([@bib81]); the importance of IAs even stretches to international organizations in improving their export performance ([@bib136]). Furthermore, the impacts of IAs are reflected in both service and manufacturing organizations ([@bib82]), in nonprofit organizational performance ([@bib150]), and in strategic orientations and approaches ([@bib181]; [@bib168]). Therefore, the importance of IAs extends to organizations of every type and size.

2.2. Organizational citizenship behavior {#sec2.2}
----------------------------------------

OCB is an extra-role behavior that affects organizational effectiveness in different ways ([@bib167]), although its effects are generally considered positive. Originally, [@bib123] defined OCB as "discretionary behavior which is not formally recognized in the organization\'s reward system but overall enhances the effectiveness of the organization." From this definition, we identified the following as important pillar concepts to explain OCB: discretionary, not rewarded, and promotes organizational effectiveness. However, some scholars (e.g., [@bib125]; [@bib133]) have proposed revising the original definition to state that OCB needs to be rewarded to be encouraged.

Different scholars have studied and understood OCB by considering its dimensions and have proposed various OCB typologies (e.g., [@bib34]; [@bib43]; [@bib123]; [@bib133]; [@bib151]; [@bib171]; [@bib166]). In the context of these typologies, we consider two OCB types, OCB toward the individual (OCB-I) and OCB toward the organization (OCB-O; [@bib171]) because this typology has been the most practical and influential in OCB studies ([@bib129]). In addition, OCB type based on the target seems more appropriate to the abovementioned components of IAs than [@bib123] five OCB dimensions. For instance, informal collaborations among employees, a type of internal social capital, are necessary for creating OCB-I ([@bib122]). Moreover, some of the five dimensions, such as conscientiousness, are not particularly relevant in knowledge-dependent organizations ([@bib71]).

When we look at the main causes for engaging in OCB activities, we can identify four main reasons. The three indicated by [@bib143] are prosocial values (caring about other people), organizational concern (caring about the organization), and impression management (being seen as dedicated); [@bib71] then determined one additional cause for OCB: duty or obligation (i.e., a natural feeling of must do). If we closely look at the prosocial values motive as a main antecedent of OCB, it has similar characteristics with IAs, specifically the social capital component. Positive mood determines OCB aimed at helping others ([@bib96]), and positive personal relationships and networks, the main characteristics of social capital ([@bib116]; [@bib137]), can be building blocks for the positive feelings that are necessary for OCB grounded in prosocial values. In addition, organizational concern as a motive for OCB is related to job satisfaction, commitment, and involvement ([@bib19]; [@bib42]; [@bib71]; [@bib98]; [@bib124]). These attitudinal variables relate to the factors that are listed under components of IAs as their causes ([@bib35]; [@bib163]). For instance, organizational justice, an element of organizational capital, is an important predictor of OCB ([@bib35]). Leadership skills and approaches, part of human and social capital, relate to OCB performance ([@bib132]). Moreover, impression management as a motive for OCB can also related to organizational capital. For instance, individuals can use organizational policies and systems related to promotions as a reason to engage in OCB ([@bib18]; [@bib76]; [@bib101]; [@bib111]; [@bib138]). Furthermore, employees also show OCB because they cannot distinguish between in-role and extra-role activities ([@bib86]); this confusion can be linked with the organizational systems and procedures, which are part of organizational capital.

Even though many OCB researchers focused on its antecedents, recent authors are also increasingly looking at OCB outcomes both positive and negative ([@bib71]; [@bib129]). The positive outcomes of engaging in OCB for individuals can be promotion, recognition, career prospects, positive affection, and enrichment of personal resources ([@bib91]; [@bib93]; [@bib129]), whereas adverse outcomes include role overload, job stress, work--family conflict, and job dissatisfaction ([@bib20]; [@bib91]). For the organization and group, OCB increases cooperative behavior, efficiency, and productivity ([@bib133]) and enhances organizations' social capital dimensions and absorptive capacities ([@bib23]; [@bib70]).

If we think that OCB is important to enhance organizational effectiveness, the next question is how we can create it to maximize its impact. To address this question, we might consider organizations' intangible resources, or assets, which again are highly emphasized in this era of knowledge-dependent economies. This is related to the fact that knowledge-based organizations require OCB in order to use the required knowledge to increase effectiveness ([@bib71]). Thus, looking at the relationship between IAs and OCB to understand how they influence each other to affect organizational performance makes sense, especially in the contemporary, highly knowledge-based economic landscape. The above overall review on the antecedents and outcome of OCB shows the existence of hidden or explicit links between OCB and IAs in one way or another, but there is little systematic research on the true nature of the relationship between IAs and OCB, a research gap we aimed to fill with this study.

3. Intangible assets and OCB relationship {#sec3}
=========================================

As we explained above, both IAs and OCB are considered important for organizational performance. Thus, looking at the relationship between these two important concepts and understanding the nature of this relationship can enhance their cumulative effects on performance. Even though the relationship between IAs and OCB is not well researched in the existing literature, there is clear indication of a relationship between the two. Therefore, we begin the formal literature review with an overview of this relationship before we present the model.

The extant literature mainly focused on the relationship between each IA component and OCB ([@bib6]; [@bib23]; [@bib31]; [@bib81]; [@bib104]; [@bib118]; [@bib121]; [@bib170]; [@bib172]). Thus, we highlight below each component of IA and its relationship with OCB, based on which we propose the study model:•Human capital in general terms is about employee knowledge, skill, abilities, and experiences as internal resources for organizations ([@bib128]). These characteristics of employees are related to extra-role behaviors. First [@bib170] showed the importance of the relationship between OCB and human capital for organizational performance, and earlier researchers had shown that human capital affects OCB ([@bib172]; [@bib118]). However, it is important to understand whether this relationship is direct or moderated by other factors ([@bib60]).•Social capital is about the networks and relationships that can exist among employees of an organization ([@bib116]). The relationship of social capital with OCB can be explained by linking the characteristics of social capital with OCB motives and outcomes. For instance, OCB can be affected by informal collaborations among employees and team-member exchange relationships ([@bib122]; [@bib21]) and can improve the social working environment ([@bib122]). These limited findings indicate that the relationship between social capital and OCB requires more detailed investigation; in particular, the direction of the relationship is inconsistent (see, e.g., [@bib23]; [@bib31]).•Organizational (structural) capital is about internal systems, procedures, routines, culture, models, and codified knowledge ([@bib24]; [@bib145]; [@bib155]). All employee movements including their behaviors are influenced by existing organizational systems ([@bib81]). Based on this fact, we need to closely understand the specific relationship between organizational capital and OCB.•Psychological capital is about human strengths such as hope, efficacy, resilience, and optimism that link with employees\' attitudes, behaviors, and performance ([@bib30]; [@bib103]; [@bib104]; [@bib121]). Thus, it is important to look at its specific relationship with the behavioral aspect of OCB. Notably, psychological capital differs from human capital, as clearly indicated by the basic questions the two types of capital aim to address. For instance, [@bib105] stated that psychological capital addresses the question of "who you are" while human capital addresses "what you know" questions. Based on the context of the current paper, psychological capital aims to understand the right mind-sets of the organization\'s employees in terms of hope, efficacy, resilience, and optimism (HERO), whereas human capital aims to understand the organization\'s employees level of knowledge, skill, and abilities (KSAs).

Based on these initial existing limited findings, we aimed with the current paper to give a comprehensive review and clarify the nature and direction of the relationship between IAs and OCB with the model we propose in the next section.

4. Proposed model and development of propositions {#sec4}
=================================================

The preliminary information in the above section showed the existence of relationships between IAs and OCB, but there is a lack of knowledge on the clear nature of the relationships. With this paper, we are going to show not only the direct relationships between IAs and OCB but also the intervening factors that can explain the true nature of the relationships. To do so, we propose the research model shown in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and explain it in detail to propose future research directions. The model shows the nature of the relationships between IAs and OCB as well as the mechanisms and conditions that determine these relationships.Figure 1Proposed model of the relationships between IAs and OCB.Figure 1

As the model shows, the main components of intangible assets that recent researchers have discussed are human, social, organizational, and psychological capitals; knowledge that resides in organizations' intangible assets ([@bib152]). In addition, because knowledge-based organizations require more OCB to make use of the knowledge required for organizational effectiveness, we divided OCB by type based on its target, OCB-I directed toward individuals and OCB-O directed toward the organization ([@bib171]). Based on the model, we review the relationships between IAs and OCB in detail here under some well-known management theories (social exchange, reciprocity, broaden and build) to make propositions.

4.1. Human capital and OCB {#sec4.1}
--------------------------

First, by understanding the clear meaning of human capital from human resource management and organizational behavior perspectives, we attempt to relate both to OCB. In this process, it is important to look at the individual as well as the organizational outcomes of human capital. When we look at the meaning of human capital, we find two main perspectives, economic and psychological. The prominent economic perspective scholar, [@bib15], defined human capital as "the knowledge, skills, ideas, information and health of individuals," whereas psychologists (e.g., [@bib128]) consider human capital an individual\'s total set of knowledge, abilities, skills, and other characteristics (KSAOs). Because we were interested in the behavioral aspect of human capital in relation to OCB, the psychologist\'s perspective was better suited to our paper. The human characteristics that are related to OCB are the focus of this conceptual paper aimed at showing the relationship between the two concepts.

[@bib170] showed empirically that human capital determines OCB\'s impact on organizational performance. He determined that OCB\'s impact on both organizations and individuals is determined by its relationship with human capital, an indicator that there is a relationship between the two. [@bib172] stated that individual human capital has implications for employees\' behaviors; that is, individuals\' characteristics are the foundation for their behavior. [@bib118] also showed that employee experience is positively related with not only in-role performance but also OCB. As we showed above, human capital is considered employee competence in terms of KSAOs where competent employees usually exhibit discretionary behaviors ([@bib123]; [@bib113]), and competence is an important aspect of empowerment ([@bib60]) that can affect in-role and extra-role behaviors. Empowerment from competence increases employee effort ([@bib85]), and therefore, it can be said that competence increases employees\' motivation to engage in various behaviors including discretionary behaviors such as OCB. Thus we make the following Proposition:Proposition 1aHuman capital relates positively to organizational citizenship behavior.

When we investigate the relationship between IAs and OCB in depth, we need to consider intervening factors in the process. Based on the extant literature on IAs and OCB, we can consider work engagement ([@bib32]; [@bib67]), organizational commitment ([@bib94]; [@bib176]), and positive emotion ([@bib7]; [@bib64]) as potential intervening factors, with work engagement the most important factor; it is highly linked with diverse IAs (such as psychological and social capital) and OCB ([@bib32]; [@bib88]). Work engagement is a concept that involves full self-investment in the workplace emotionally, cognitively, and physically ([@bib9]; [@bib10]; [@bib80]; [@bib142]), which suggests a strong link with IAs, and it shares characteristics with organizational commitment and positive emotion as well ([@bib117]). Thus, for this paper, we consider work engagement a critical mediating factor, which enhances the paper\'s distinction.

[@bib80] and [@bib142] gave a popular definition of work engagement, "positive emotional, cognitive, and physical attachment in the working place," and [@bib149] considered it to be the opposite of burnout. They ascribed three main dimensions of work engagement, vigor (energy and mental resilience), dedication (inspiration, significance, involvement, and enthusiasm), and absorption (concentration and engrossment), which suggest unique relationships with distinct IAs. Based on this initial understanding, we treat work engagement in the following sections as a critical intervening factor to better explain the relationship between IAs and OCB.

Work engagement can intervene in the relationship between human capital and OCB that we explained above. Because human capital is about employee competence ([@bib128]), it is difficult to imagine work engagement without empowering employees with the proper competence. This is because proper knowledge and skills enhance employees\' energy levels ([@bib55]). Work engagement requires building personal resources including competence ([@bib9]; [@bib88]). Once human capital empowers employees to engage in their work, the work engagement can lead to OCB for the basic reason that engagement enhances employees' discretionary behaviors, motivating them to go the extra mile ([@bib54]; [@bib142]). Some empirical researchers (e.g., [@bib32]) showed a positive relationship between work engagement and contextual performance (i.e., OCB). Mental activity is a significant component of human capital, which links with the cognitive attachment nature of work engagement, which links human capital with OCB. Therefore, we can say work engagement intervenes in the relationship between human capital and OCB.

Emerging research findings shed light on the influence of technological advancement on the relationship between human capital and OCB, which includes potentially confounding implications to our proposed relationship. Even though the advancement of technology (e.g. artificial intelligence) is challenging our existing understanding about how human capital is valued in the organization ([@bib134]), there are also studies (e.g. [@bib69]) that suggest new opportunities to develop effective human capital by way of new technologies (e.g. big data). Amidst this scholastic debate on human capital within the fourth industrial revolution, we believe that human capital will continue to play a central role in organizational competitiveness as a catalyst that not only sparks technological advancement but also integrates such advancement as a means of helping people to become more productive in the organization ([@bib134]). In this respect, if people in the organization feel good about their productivity, they consider their work meaningful and increase their work engagement ([@bib61]), which has been shown to positively influence the desirable behaviors of employees, such as OCB ([@bib126]; [@bib133]). This strengthens our Proposition regarding the relationship between human capital and OCB is mediated by work engagement, even with the advancement of the technological environment.Proposition 1bThe relationship between human capital and OCB is mediated by work engagement.

4.2. Social capital and OCB {#sec4.2}
---------------------------

[@bib116] were the first to consider social capital an important intangible asset; this capital refers to the relationship and networks that exists among employees as well as between the organization and outside stakeholders. Nahapiet and Ghoshal considered social capital the "sum of resources which is embedded in the relationship and accessed through participation in the network of relationships." This capital is reflected in the close interpersonal relationship among individuals ([@bib100]); because social capital involves voluntary interactions among the actors, its relationship with extra-role behaviors including OCB is worth close examination. Below we delve into the relationship between social capital and OCB.

Current researchers (e.g., [@bib23]; [@bib31]) clearly show a relationship between social capital and OCB, but there is no similar understanding of how they relate to each other. [@bib23] maintained that OCB leads to social capital, whereas [@bib31] and others argue that social capital leads to OCB. We look at the logic of both sides before we draw a conclusion.

[@bib23] and others acknowledge the existence of social capital\'s relationship with OCB and argue that OCB leads to social capital. This argument makes sense when we try to relate it to initial concepts from some of the well-known OCB scholars, such as [@bib130], who concluded that OCB facilitates coordination among team members. In addition, OCB brings people together, infuses their connections, strengthen their bonds, and enhances their ability to understand each other ([@bib23]). OCB "lubricates the social machinery" of an organization ([@bib151]). [@bib23] matched [@bib116] three main dimensions of social capital to structural, relational, and cognitive dimensions. This generally indicates that OCB leads to social capital.

From the other side (e.g., [@bib31]), people are expected to show OCB when they perceive trust and fairness, and trust, interactions, and networks are the main features of social capital ([@bib116]; [@bib137]). [@bib31] even considered OCB evidence of the existence of social capital in the forms of strong interpersonal connections because willingness to engage in OCB results from existing trust; trust facilitates collaboration and communication ([@bib14]), which some researchers believed to be associated with OCB ([@bib90]). In addition, [@bib132] stated that individual trust relates positively to OCB. Moreover, trust, which characterizes social capital, is one of the antecedents of OCB ([@bib90]). Furthermore, some recent empirical studies (e.g. [@bib115]) have indicated that while social capital is positively related to OCB, it is also negatively related to counterproductive behaviors. Therefore, based on both sides above in the relationship between social capital and OCB, we propose the following:Proposition 2aThere is a positive and bidirectional relationship between social capital and OCB.

When we look at the bidirectional relationship between social capital and OCB from the OCB-I and OCB-O perspectives, we propose an interesting hypothesis. Both arguments (i.e., social capital leads to OCB and OCB leads to social capital) lend themselves to the OCB-I perspective. Based on the same logic stated above, social capital results in reciprocity and exchange by developing trust within the group ([@bib31]); it is embedded in the network ([@bib28]), and it affects individual members' attitudes and behaviors ([@bib31]). Thus, social capital increases OCB-I because OCB depends on the relationships between individuals. From the other side, the initiative to help other individuals in the form of OCB-I can help to form social capital; when people help others, others want to be around them to receive their OCB; and according to social exchange theory ([@bib16]), individuals who receive help reciprocate at least by showing respect and affection. Therefore, the OCB-I perspective supports the bidirectional relationship between social capital and OCB.

However, this relationship between social capital and OCB is different in the case of the OCB-O perspective. [@bib31] argument seems more practical than that of [@bib23]. Social capital stimulates individuals to engage in OCB targeted toward their organizations, and [@bib31] indicated that social capital helps to create cooperative atmospheres that can enhance the effectiveness of employees\' contributions. Social capital can directly or indirectly result in OCB-O through job engagement ([@bib89]), but there are no indications in the literature that OCB-O leads to the creation of social capital in organizations. Therefore, the OCB-O perspective does not support a bidirectional relationship between social capital and OCB. These conclusions lead us to the following two specific propositions:Proposition 2bThe positive relationship between social capital and OCB-I is bidirectional.Proposition 2cThe positive relationship between social capital and OCB-O is not bidirectional.

In addition to the above explanations about the relationship between social capital and OCB, we need to look at this relationship from a wider perspective by considering the existence of intervening factors. Social capital\'s relationship with OCB is assumed to be mediated by work engagement because social capital characteristics such as interactions and networks with coworkers are directly linked first with engagement ([@bib80]). Positive social interactions motivate employees to find meaning from their work ([@bib62]), and [@bib153] showed that increased social capital leads to increased work engagement. The positive interactions make employees engage more with their work, which motivates their OCB ([@bib38]; [@bib174]). If employees are happy because of constructive relationships that enhances their work engagement, [@bib13] stated that happy employees are likely to engage in OCB. Overall, social capital enhances willingness to invest oneself fully, which creates a favorable situation for voluntary behaviors such as OCB. This shows that positive social capital encourages work engagement and this leads to OCB, which leads us to make the following Proposition:Proposition 2dThe relationship between social capital and OCB is mediated by work engagement.

4.3. Organizational capital and OCB {#sec4.3}
-----------------------------------

Organizational capital refers to the total system of the organization, which consists of the internal cultures, routines, models, norms, manuals, and codified knowledge. Organizational capital ([@bib145]), structural capital ([@bib24]), and internal structure ([@bib155]) all have similar meanings and thus are used interchangeably. This capital is considered firm specific and socially complex in nature ([@bib12]), and it is also less volatile and difficult to change ([@bib4]). These institutionalized routines and systems guide employees' behaviors ([@bib81]) and can both directly and indirectly affect both in-role and extra-role behaviors in the form of organizational capital. This is an indication of the existence of a relationship between organizational capital and OCB.

Because organizations\' codified knowledge results from the collective efforts and interactions of their people, systems, structures, and other organization-level resources, organizational capital can be linked with OCB. Organizational capital encourages coordination among employees based on organizations' systems and cultures ([@bib81]). Organizational culture, one of the elements of organizational capital, leads organization members to conform to existing rules and norms ([@bib114]). This is also because organizational capital creates opportunities to bring people together and encourages them to generate innovative ideas that can improve organizational effectiveness ([@bib81]), and this improvement requires not only in-role but also extra-role behaviors, which includes OCB ([@bib167]). Individual behaviors are determined by organizational climate, structure, and socialization processes ([@bib160]). Therefore, we can here propose organizational capital as a foundation for OCB in an organization.

After recognition of this relationship between organizational capital and OCB, an important next step is to review how organizational capital relates to OCB. Codifying knowledge within an organization requires integration among employees, systems, and structures ([@bib81]), making interaction and relatedness the key characteristics of organizational capital ([@bib109]). This can also be better expressed with structural interdependence theory, which states that interdependence based on work characteristics motivates employees to act more cooperatively with each other ([@bib78]) because of feelings of dependency and obligation to one another ([@bib165]). This cooperation due to structural task interdependence can increase both individual and group or organizational performance ([@bib147]; [@bib110]). Therefore, we can conclude our review here by saying that organizational capital determines the existence as well as the nature of OCB. This explanation enables us to make the following Proposition:Proposition 3aThere is a positive relationship between organizational capital and OCB.

The relationship between organizational capital and OCB is complicated by potential intervening factors. [@bib161] argued that organizational capital leads to OCB if the capital increases employees\' psychological attachment to the organization; he showed that not only do psychologically unattached employees not engage in OCB, they latch onto others' goodwill. Organizational capital plays a strong role in creating bonds between employees and organizations, which encourages OCB. Organizational processes should strengthen these bonds to generate voluntary extra-role behaviors that derive because the existence of psychological contracts encourages OCB ([@bib144]). [@bib149] stated that fully engaged employees show high levels of energy and mental resilience (i.e., vigor); inspiration, involvement, and enthusiasm (i.e., dedication); and concentration and engrossment (i.e., absorption).

Most antecedents of work engagement that constitute job characteristics ([@bib32]) are related to organizational capital, which can be explained based on the link between job resources and work engagement. Job resources (such as autonomy and feedback) are required for positive engagement, which is expressed by vigor, dedication, and absorption ([@bib9]; [@bib11]; [@bib148]). Autonomy and feedback are directly linked with centralization, formalization, and specialization ([@bib40]; [@bib68]), which are part of organizational capital. Furthermore, organizational capital (internal systems, culture, policies, and procedures) affects the extent of employees\' work engagement ([@bib5]). Thus, we can say that effective organizational capital successfully engages employees in their work and this leads to OCB activities. Therefore, we propose work engagement as a mediating variable as follows:Proposition 3bThe relationship between organizational capital and OCB is mediated by work engagement.

4.4. Psychological capital and OCB {#sec4.4}
----------------------------------

[@bib103] explained positive organizational behavior (i.e., psychological capital, PsyCap) as a human resource that can be created, developed, measured, and managed to improve organizational performance. Luthans considered PsyCap to consist of four main constructs (i.e., HERO: hope, efficacy, resilience, and optimism) and attempted to refine PsyCap into the workplace in the form of employees\' attitudes, behaviors, and performance. Thus, it is fair to look at how PsyCap relates with OCB as it affects employees' behaviors.

Contemporary competitive business environments require employees to expand their in-role behaviors, and one way for organizations to promote extra-role behavior is through psychological capital ([@bib17]; [@bib104]; [@bib135]; [@bib67]; [@bib121]; [@bib7], [@bib6]). [@bib7] determined that positive psychological capital encouraged extra-role behavior, and [@bib121] also found that positive psychological capital led to voluntary individual behaviors to help the organization. This relationship can be crystalized with the help of broaden-and-build theory, which posits that positive emotions and orientations broaden people\'s attention, focus, and behaviors ([@bib57]). Because of this relationship, the broader behaviors that result from positive emotions connect the relationship between psychological capital and OCB. Specifically, those broader behaviors can be considered extra-role behaviors in the same way as OCB, which results from the positive emotions that stem from psychological capital ([@bib121]). Given that [@bib6] determined that PsyCap leads to OCB, it is possible to say that there is a strong relationship between psychological capital and OCB. Furthermore, empirical studies (e.g., [@bib7]; [@bib121]) have indicated that not only is PsyCap positively related with desirable employee behaviors, like OCB, but also negatively related to undesirable, counterproductive employee behaviors.Proposition 4aThere is a positive relationship between psychological capital and OCB.

There are studies that show an indirect relationship between psychological capital and OCB. For instance, [@bib7] established that PsyCap led to employee behaviors such as OCB through positive emotions, and this relates to [@bib57], [@bib58]) broaden-and-build theory, which as noted above argues that positive emotions lead employees to show voluntary helping behaviors toward coworkers and/or helping the organization to improve its effectiveness. In fact, positive emotions from PsyCap not only can increase employees\' behavioral and emotional engagement but also can even undo negative emotions ([@bib59]). Thus, we can clearly understand here that PsyCap affects OCB in the form of positive emotions, and these positive emotions from PsyCap, when they occur in the workplace, relate to work engagement.

Work engagement encompasses not only the physical (hand) and the emotional (heart) but also the cognitive (head) dimensions of psychological capital ([@bib80]; [@bib142]). In addition, work engagement entails a positive state of mind wherein its characteristics such as high energy, enthusiasm, and mental resilience ([@bib149]) are linked with the impacts of positive psychological constructs (e.g, HERO). This shows that positive psychological capital leads to work engagement, and moreover, positive psychological capital gives employees the strength and resources to engage in their work ([@bib156]); in turn, engaged employees engage in OCB ([@bib8]; [@bib67]). Therefore, it is possible to say that psychological capital increases employees' psychological attachment in the form of work engagement, which leads to OCB. This leads us to make the following Proposition:Proposition 4bThe relationship between psychological capital and OCB is mediated by work engagement.

In addition to looking at work engagement as a mediating variable between IAs and OCB, we look at perceived organizational support as a critical factor in determining the strength of this relationship.

4.5. Perceived organizational support as moderating factor {#sec4.5}
----------------------------------------------------------

Understanding the dynamics of the relationship between IAs and OCB requires looking at the most critical conditions that affect this relationship. Results from extant literature on IAs and OCB have shown perceived organizational support (POS; e.g. [@bib180]; [@bib67]), organizational identity (e.g. [@bib121]), and emotional intelligence (e.g. [@bib135]) to be potential moderating factors. However, because social exchange theory can to some extent explain the relationship between IAs and OCB ([@bib16]), POS was the best fit for this study\'s purpose as a critical moderating factor ([@bib49]). In addition, POS affects not only IAs and OCB but also work engagement ([@bib51]). Therefore, we looked at POS as a moderating variable in the relationship between IAs and OCB.

POS is employees' perceptions about the support they receive from their organizations regarding their contributions ([@bib49], [@bib50]). This meaning indicates the critical role of POS in employees\' behavior and characteristics. Thus, for this paper we consider the role of POS in this regard to be a boundary condition.

For this paper, we understand the moderating role of POS in the relationship between IAs and OCB to be based on social exchange theory, and this is because POS encourages employees to engage in reciprocity included in extra-role behaviors such as OCB ([@bib67]; [@bib77]; [@bib92]); when employees believe their organizations support them, they support their organizations ([@bib38]; [@bib49]). POS also affects IAs and their impacts on OCB; for instance, organizational support could take the form of providing employees necessary training and development opportunities that enhance their competence ([@bib140]).

Separate from formal channels, POS can be informal such as through networking opportunities ([@bib102]), and this kind of relationship-oriented support can help employees build positive and constructive relationships in the organization; in turn, positive relationships among members of the organization are linked with OCB ([@bib31]; [@bib38]). For instance, positive relationships result in both altruism (e.g., OCB-I) and conscientiousness (e.g., OCB-O; [@bib164]). In other words, POS encourages positive relationships among coworkers, which stimulate OCB in the form of being willing to help one another ([@bib3]).

In turn, these positive relationships and OCB can be linked with the strength of organizational capital; organizational capital is not only about internal systems and infrastructures but also about organizational routines and cultures ([@bib24]; [@bib97]; [@bib139]; [@bib145]; [@bib155]). That is, OCB takes place within the organization as long as there is POS, and social exchange theory suggests that as this OCB persists within the organization, it becomes codified as part of the normal routine and culture of the organization.

POS can also be reflected in PsyCap development and impact, given that POS directly affects employees' cognitive and psychological mind-sets ([@bib67]). [@bib92] also indicated in their empirical research that the impact of psychological capital on OCB is determined by POS. Positive perceptions about organizational support create favorable circumstances for employees to engage with their work and their organizations ([@bib33]). This shows that POS not only affects IAs and OCB but also work engagement, which is an intervening variable in this study. Generally, all these explanations show that POS significantly affects the relationship between IAs and OCB through work engagement, which we propose as:Proposition 5Within the proposed model, the relationship between IAs and work engagement is moderated by the level of POS, such that when POS is high the relationship is strong and when POS is low the relationship is weak.

In explaining the relationship between human capital and OCB, our review convinced us to make two more propositions. As we indicated above, individuals can voluntarily engage in helping behaviors toward other individuals (OCB-I) or toward their organizations (OCB-O) using their knowledge, skills, or competence. [@bib173] indicated that employees should have the required skill to provide support to both their organizations and individuals, but the relationship depends on circumstances. [@bib172] maintained that the relationship between human capital and behavior is bridged by the concept of motivation, and the source of this motivation determines the types of OCB in relation to human capital.

When we look at the relationship between human capital and OCB-O, this relationship can be explained using organizational support theory ([@bib92]; [@bib49]; [@bib48]), which is based on the logic of social exchange theory ([@bib16]) and reciprocity theory ([@bib95]). Individuals\' perceptions of how their organizations treat them determine their voluntary behaviors toward their organizations in the form of OCB-O; in this case, the social exchange is between the individual and the organization. [@bib37] indicated that employees\' perceptions of procedural and interactional justice affect their OCB-O efforts; competent employees require fair procedural climates to engage in OCB-O. In addition, knowledge employees demand autonomy and freedom from controls exercised by the hierarchy of organizations ([@bib66]). All these factors (i.e., procedural and interactional justice, autonomy, freedom) are indicators of perceived organizational support ([@bib141]). Therefore, we can say that the relationship between human capital and OCB-O is determined by the individual\'s POS, which we proposed as follows:Proposition 6Individual\'s POS more strongly moderates the relationship between human capital and OCB-O than the relationship with OCB-I.

5. Discussion and conclusions {#sec5}
=============================

Both intangible assets and organizational citizenship behavior are relatively new concepts in the management field of study; but nonetheless, they are proven to play a key role in organizational performance in knowledge-dependent competitive business environments. This role could signal how IAs and OCB relate to each other and combine to improve their positive impacts on performance. However, the findings from the extant literature are fragmented and inconsistent and thus cannot provide a clear understanding. Thus, we aimed with the current paper to fill this gap by giving an overview of the relationship between IAs and OCB. In doing so, we considered four main components of IAs (human, social, organizational, and psychological capital) and their relationships with OCB dimensions, specifically, OCB-I versus OCB-O. To better understand this relationship, we considered work engagement and POS as mediator and moderator variables, respectively. Based on this review, we presented a conceptual model with diverse propositions to help future studies. We believe that the proposed relationships between IAs and OCB have theoretical and practical value for both academicians and practitioners.

5.1. Implications of the study {#sec5.1}
------------------------------

### 5.1.1. Theoretical implications {#sec5.1.1}

We can present a number of theoretical implications with this paper. First, in order to deeply understand their relationship, theories on the separate components of IAs and their individual relationships with OCB are not adequate; additional theories can expand on this relationship to help show and explain the interactional effects of the relationships between IAs and OCB. The need for such theories can be linked with the trend of movement in contemporary IA theory from separate treatment of the impacts of individual IA components toward integrative interactional approaches.

Today, the interactions among IA components are considered the true sources of firm-specific, difficult-to-imitate competitive advantage ([@bib45]; [@bib83]; [@bib29]; [@bib139]). This type of theoretical explanation helps us to maximize the collective impact of IAs, and as such, researchers should be considering integrative and interactive approaches in studying the relationships between the components of IAs and OCB. The second contribution of the paper is related to the links among IAs, work engagement, and OCB, which the study model clearly demonstrated, with IAs as one of the antecedents of both work engagement and OCB, and work engagement and OCB as outcomes of IAs. This expands the scope of factors to consider whether studying each area separately or together. Eventually we aim with this paper to contribute to intellectual capital theory in addition to the theories on the relationships between IAs and OCB.

At the moment, an integrative theoretical lens to research constructs is gaining increasing support due to the popularity of configurational approaches in determining the effectiveness of business performance ([@bib183]). In addition, fragmentation and incoherence adversely affects the accumulation of impactful knowledge ([@bib46]). However, when we look at intellectual capital literature, there are limited studies applying an integrative approach (for instance, [@bib29]; [@bib139]). Even these limited existing studies have failed to include promising new perspectives on IAs, such as psychological capital. Thus, this paper addresses this issue and advances an integrative intellectual capital theory to ensure the success of the organization. Moreover, this paper makes several specific contributions to OCB literature. For instance, existing studies on OCB (e.g. [@bib53]; [@bib90]; [@bib123]) rely on social exchange theory as guidance for their studies. However, this paper has dug deeper into the underlying mechanisms influencing the effects of social exchange on OCB by looking at effects of IAs on OCB relationships. This in turn suggests IAs as potential antecedents of OCB from which future research on OCB can benefit and broaden its understanding.

With this study\'s model, we also illustrated how the relationships between IAs and OCB can be complicated by mediators and moderators, and further research on such issues can result in an interesting hybrid theory that can better explain the relationship. For instance, a hybrid among intellectual capital theory, positive organizational psychology theory, OCB theory, work engagement theory, and POS theory can result in new perspectives. On top of this, other theories such as social exchange theory, reciprocity theory, and broaden-and-build theory can also benefit from this study\'s findings. For instance, the relationships between IAs such as human capital and both OCB-I and OCB-O based on social exchange theory show us multiple ways of interpreting the logic of social exchange theory based on the situation.

Finally, this paper advances the use of a multi-level methodology to conduct studies in management. Even though multi-level research is not common in the domain of management studies, given their abstract nature, scholars are increasingly advocating such a methodology to better to understand the management issues and complex realities facing organizations today ([@bib74]; [@bib112]). The conceptual model of this paper indicates the potential for using a multi-level method in a systematic manner. This is achieved by considering IAs as an organizational level variable, and OCB, work engagement and perceived organizational support as individual level variables in modeling the relationship between IAs and OCB. Such a model is forwarded since IAs, which represent the cumulative intangible resources in the organization, can be better understood through the aggregation of lower level perceived individual responses, and OCB is an individual level variable that represents the specific behaviors of individuals within the organization. [@bib112] clearly indicated that a cross-level methodology results in an integrative understanding of the study subject and encourages collaboration among different fields in the management domain. Particularly, this paper shows the significance of such a method in linking an organization\'s key resources to appropriate behavior in order to enhance its effectiveness. Therefore, this paper has not only conceptual but also methodological implications.

### 5.1.2. Practical implications {#sec5.1.2}

With this paper, we suggest that organizational management design appropriate strategies and polices that can properly link key resources (i.e., IAs) with desirable behaviors (i.e., OCB) to improve organizational performance. Doing this requires management to consider appropriate mechanisms (i.e., work engagement) and conditions (i.e., perceived organizational support), which the study model shows, which requires managers to broaden their perspectives on the interactions among IAs in creating desirable OCB. Furthermore, we also indicate with this paper the need for managers to use key resources to not only improve organizational performance but also enhance employee well-being. Supervisors can accomplish this by connecting organizational IAs with OCB-I in particular. Organizational health requires management effectiveness with regard to both employee performance and well-being ([@bib36]).

In general, this study makes a contribution to organizational practice research by showing the importance of IAs for improving not only in-role but also extra-role performance of members of the organization. This is what the current competitive business environment requires ([@bib71]; [@bib123]; [@bib129]; [@bib167]).

5.2. Future research {#sec5.2}
--------------------

With the current study, we focused on the relationships between OCB and major components of IAs, but it should be noted that additional components such as spiritual capital ([@bib146]) are being proposed; spiritual capital has its own impact on the values and beliefs of organization members that can affect their behaviors including OCB ([@bib146]). Therefore, future researchers can review the relationships between OCB and these emerging IAs to widen perspectives and arguments. In addition, with this study we considered OCB based on its target, specifically, OCB-I or OCB-O; to broaden the understanding of the relationships between IAs and OCB, future researchers can focus on the relationships of IAs with specific dimensions of OCB.

Based on the overall review on the relationship between IAs and OCB, the paper strongly recommends future empirical studies to test the proposed model. In doing so, it is possible to further enhance the theoretical and practical assumptions of IAs and OCB concepts in the contemporary knowledge-dependent competitive business environment. In addition, by understanding the complex natures of the proposed model at glance, future studies can modify and adapt the model to make practical empirical testing. This conceptual paper in general can be taken as an initiating step to direct researchers' attention toward the relationship between IAs and OCB based on an integrative multi-level approach to enhance the performance of learning organizations.
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